
Stand-up vertical bag with side gussets (VFFS)
FORMAT

Biscuits / Bakery
MARKET SEGMENT

OPPalyteTM 50MO747 coated OPP film
FILM TYPE

Product preservation and premium pack appearance
BRAND OWNER CHALLENGE

APPLICATION

“Saida Kaak” biscuits from Sotubi

Enhanced product protection and promotion

OPPalyteTM 50MO747 is a white opaque cavitated 
oriented polypropylene (OPP) film, acrylic coated  
on both sides. 

“Saida Kaak” biscuits
from Sotubi



Excellent barrier to aroma, oxygen, moisture and light.

Fat swelling resistance with sealable PVdC.

Good appearance for clean white inside look.

Excellent surface yield and opacity with low density 
cavitated white film.

Used OPPalyte™ 50MO747 film in lamination to a matte 
reverse printed OPP film to provide Société Tunisienne 
de Biscuiterie (SOTUBI) with excellent product protection 
and a classic matte appearance for Saida Kaak biscuits in 
Tunisia.

Coated white cavitated OPP films can provide brand-
owners with a barrier film solution to protect their sensitive 
products, while enhancing their pack appearance and 
delivering a good balance of surface yield and stiffness.

Good product protection compared to traditional paper 
based laminates.

Great pack appearance with matte outside appearance 
and clean white inside look.

Stiff laminate reflecting the premium quality of the product.

FeaturesSolution

Benefits

Contact your Jindal Films representative for more information
www.jindalfilms.com - info@jindalfilms.com
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